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SOUTH CENTRAL FEDERATION OF MINERAL SOCIETIES, INC.
2020 SCFMS OFFICERS
President: Roger Burford
Executive V-P: Jerrold Simpson
Secretary: Elizabeth Burford
Treasurer/Web Master:
Don Shurtz
Exec. Secretary:
Kimberly Brannon
AFMS Endowment Fund Raffle
And Nominating Committee:
Joyce Speed
SCFMS Endowment Fund Com.
Treasurer: Shiara Trumble
Past President: Walter Beneze
For more information or to send
information to the SCFMS or an
officer, please email:

PURPOSE
*To promote popular interest and
education in the various earth sciences, in particular those hobbies
dealing with the art of lapidaries
and the science of minerals, fossils,
as well as their associated fields.
*To cooperate with educational and
scientific institutions or other
groups engaged in increasing
knowledge in the earth sciences.
*To cooperate with or become
members of similar Federations in
the United States and elsewhere.
*To assist in the formation of earth
sciences societies in localities
where public interest justifies their
formation.
E-MAIL ADDRESS
CORRECTION AND CHANGES
It is each members responsibility to
send your email address corrections
to the SCFMS Editor:
Susan Burch,
scfmseditor@yahoo.com

A NOTE FROM
—THE EDITOR—
THE FINAL
DEADLINE, ETC.
For each newsletter the deadline is
the 20th of the prior month. February-April-June-August-OctoberDecember all provide the deadline
for the following bi-monthly issue.
Although, the Editor may chose to
adjust the deadline due to circumstances.

As a reminder! Shop hints and tips
that are used in this newsletter have
not been evaluated for safety or reliability by myself. Please use caution
and safety when trying out any new
idea. Please, if you have something
urgent give me a call, but send newsletter content via email.
ANNUAL MEETING 2020

scfmsinformation@gmail.com
NEWSLETTER PUBLISHED
BIMONTHLY
PLEASE KEEP YOUR EMAIL
ADDRESS UP TO DATE CONTACT SUSAN BURCH,
EDITOR, WITH ANY
CHANGES.

DUPLICATION
In most instances material in this
newsletter may be duplicated for
noncommercial purposes providing
full credit is given. There are exceptions, please do not assume permissions. For Commercial use, the
individual author(s) must be contacted for their approval.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR/BEAC:
Susan Burch
scfmseditor@yahoo.com

October 10, 2020 at
1 p.m. via Zoom.
Annual show has been canceled
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
SCFMS WEB-SITE:
WWW.SCFMS.NET
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SCFMS ANNUAL MEETING UPDATE
Liz Burford, SCFMS Secretary
Hello to All! I hope everyone
is surviving these crazy days
okay.
We are beginning our preparations for the SCFMS Meeting
online, October 10, it is scheduled to take place via Zoom
Meetings. I am beginning to
put together the convention
packet. Many of you have
complained in the past that
you have not received the packets via email or you
have not received requests for forms, reports, etc. If
you are one of those people, PLEASE email me at
scfmssecretary@gmail.com with your name, club you
represent, and position you hold.
Roger has sent out the Call for Reports. If you are
someone who has to turn in a report for the packet,
please work on this and have it to me on time. This
year there will be no opportunity to submit reports
the day of the meeting and hand out at the door.
I will also be emailing out the Delegate Form. This is
required to be completed by the President of each
club prior to the start of the Convention/Meeting.
The Delegate Form lets us know who is representing
each club and that person is authorized by the President of the club. This year we will be doing things
differently. The Zoom Meeting invites will be sent
out according to the Delegate Forms received back
from each club. Therefore, as the President it is up to
you to return the form with the name and email address of the person attending the meeting representing
your club – NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 10,
2020.
Here again, there will be no opportunity to collect
these forms at the door as in years past. Your club’s
participation is crucial to the success of this meeting.
Please be sure to watch your mailbox for emails that
will be coming out beginning the week of August 17.
Be sure to check Spam folders since we do include
several people on our mailing list.
Contact me if you are a Club President or a Committee
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Chairman and you do not start seeing these emails.
Thanks for your part in making this a successful meeting!
Liz Burford
SCFMS Secretary
scfmssecretary@gmail.com

AFMS/SCFMS
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
We have several positions open. Please
consider filling one of them.
District VP – District l – Northeast TX – Arlington,
Cowtown, Dallas, East TX, Fort Worth, Pleasant
Oaks, Texoma, Wise County
District VP – District ll – Southeast TX – Clear Lake,
Houston, Pine Country
District VP – District Vlll – Louisiana – (currently
temporarily filled by Liz Burford) Ark-La-Tex, Baton
Rouge, DeRidder, Alexandria, New Orleans, West
Monroe
AFMS Endowment Fund Raffle
Auditing Committee Chair
Boundaries (AFMS Liaison)
Commemorative Stamps (AFMS Liaison)
Historian
Juniors Program (AFMS Liaison)
Nominating Committee
Program Library & Competition (AFMS)
Public Relations (AFMS Liaison)
Safety (AFMS)
Scholarship Fund (AFMS)
Ways & Means
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SCFMS SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR NEEDED
Virginia Adian
Over 7 years ago I accepted the responsibility of serving as your SCFMS chairman for the AFMS Scholarship Fund. This means that I have received all donations from individuals and clubs, sent thank you letters
for the donations, recorded them for our records, and
sent the donations on to the treasurer for the AFMS
Scholarship Endowment Fund. The interest earned
from this endowment enables $48,000 to be given annually to 12 graduate students in the earth sciences.
I announced at the SCFMS annual meeting in Fredericksburg in January 2019 that I would be stepping
down from this responsibility at the next annual meeting. That meeting will be held in Temple in October
2020. I urge someone to volunteer to accept this position or recommend someone who might accept it. It is
a job that requires consistent response to donations
received. Letters must be sent, and checks passed on
to AFMS in a timely manner. Individuals and clubs
should not be left with outstanding checks for too
long.
I will be glad to give adequate training and advice to
the next person who accepts this worthy responsibility.
If education of future geologists and earth science
teachers is important to you, then please consider the
opportunity to give the contribution of your time to
this worthy cause. Please notify me or any SCFMS
officer for any questions or response.
I am NOT doing it after October, so someone will
have to accept the position!
Thanks for your consideration,
Virginia Adian

SUMMER ROCKHOUND
By Cindy Lind
The 'Skeeter and the Rockhound both,
Went out to hunt one day.
The Rockhound wanted specimens,
The ‘Skeeter wanted prey!
The Rockhound found a likely spot,
and settled with his gear.
He’d dug a short time when he heard,
A buzzing in his ear.
The Rockhound swatted at the noise,
And stood to look around.
He missed the Skeeter, but he saw,
A great stone on the ground!
The Rockhound bent to lift the stone,
His backside in the air.
The ‘Skeeter took advantage then,
And bit the Rockhound there.
The Rockhound jumped and squashed the bug,
His bottom to defend.
The Rockhound and the Skeeter had,
Both got it in THE END!

(Submitted by La Von
Logan, and published
in ROCK-A -TEER,
bulletin of Puvallup
Volley Gem Club,
9/96), via Hy Grader
6/01; via BackBender’s Gazette
8/2020
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IN DEFENSE OF ROCKS
by W. C. McDaniel
Memphis Archaeological and Geological Society
The use of the phrase “Dumb as a Rock” appears to be on the increase, especially by politicians, and it is time to stand up for
rocks. I love and adore rocks, collect them, play with them, hoard
and board them, display them, sell
them, and put them to work. But I
have never met a dumb rock. Met
a few that were hard and somewhat ugly and of little use, some that made my back ache and a few that tried to
remove my big toe. But through it all, they were rocks, not dumb rocks. The origin
and use of the term are somewhat hazy, and an online search will give you multiple
answers and opinions. So, stand
up for rocks, collect them, appreciate them and keep on rocking. Addendum. Rocks are a
perfect companion and activity
for social distancing.
From the April 2020, MAGS
Rockhound News via AFMS
June 2020 newsletter.
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YELLOWSTONE SUPERVOLCANO
Matthew Lybanon, Editor MAGS
The term "super-volcano" implies a volcanic center that
has erupted more than 1,000 cubic km of material. So
much magma is erupted that a circular-shaped collapse
feature, called a caldera, forms above the evacuated
magma storage region. The best-known super-volcano in
the U. S. is the Yellowstone super-volcano. The Yellowstone super-volcano has erupted at least 10 times over
the past 16 million years. In a recent study, researchers
found that volcanic deposits previously attributed to a
series of small eruptions actually resulted from two huge
ones. The oldest, the McMullen Creek super-eruption,
occurred about 9 million years ago. The second, the
Grey's Landing super-eruption, occurred 8.72 million
years ago and was the single largest eruption of the Yellowstone hotspot ever detected. Six recorded supereruptions occurred during the Miocene epoch, 23 million
–5.3 million years ago. These eruptions occurred, on average, every 500,000 years. But the two super-eruptions
that occurred since then are separated by 1.5 million
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years. Because the park has only experienced two similar
events in over the past three million years, experts are
concerned the hotpot is enduring 'a very significant decline.' The new findings suggest we may have up to
900,000 years before another eruption occurs on that
scale. Via MAGS Rockhound News August 2020

Photo: Courtesy Wikipedia Commons
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PREPARING FOR WINNING ENTRIES IN 2020
by Mark Nelson, AFMS BEAC
I’ve had readers of my own
bulletin express appreciation
for receiving news of the
club—even though our meetings have been canceled due
to the pandemic restrictions.
With the imposed limitations
on our travel, work and recreation we have an opportunity to work on making our
bulletins something that can
sustain the interest of our
members—and that will win the attention of judges in
the 2021 Bulletin Editors Contest. Start by going to the
AFMS website at amfed.org. Scroll down and click on
Bulletin Editors Contest. You should be at a page
called http://amfed.org/editor/BEAC/contest.htm. At
Fillable Score Sheets, click on Bulletins. By making
sure that your bulletin contains the items on the score
sheet you are on your way to an impressive bulletin!
Here are the simple guidelines and tips for producing a
great bulletin:
FIRST IMPRESSION. Put something on the cover
that will attract the attention and interest of the reader.
Make it legible and neat. A photo often helps! For example, if writing about the new use of the mineral Basalt In Construction, you could show a color photo of a
basaltic lava flow on the cover page, with a brief teaser
and instructions to read an inner page for the rest of the
story, as Paul Harvey would say!
VITAL INFORMATION.
 Make sure that your bulletin contains basic information about your club:
 Bulletin title, club name, city and state (on cover or
front page). You can also put your club logo on the
front and back covers, or on each page!
 Publication date (cover or page 1, and on each
page).
 Return address on outside cover (mailing area). For
those bulletins that are mailed, if you put the editor’s address and a box that says “Return Service
Requested,” you will be notified by the Post Office
if the addressee has moved.
 Editor’s name and address.
 Club officers, club address or contact info, dues,
purpose and club federation.
 Date, time and place of regular meeting.
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FORMAT/EDITORSHIP:
 Pages numbered and dated. Bulletin name on each
page.
 Headings, margins, white space, spacing good;
typing neat and clean. Avoid hyphens when possible!
 Orderly and interesting arrangement of subjects.
Try to keep the subjects grouped so that they can
be read without skipping around in your bulletin.
 Spelling and grammar acceptable. Ask someone
who reads well to proof-read your bulletin for understanding of the articles as well as spelling and
grammar.
 ALL articles credited to writers/publications; borrowed articles credited to writers or publications
and dated.
 No apparent copyright violations.
 Info/articles appear to be correct, no glaring inaccuracies. Again, having an independent proofreader read the articles and give feedback if they
are difficult to understand will help the bulletin
overall!
 Good use of illustrations (graphics, maps, club
logo, cartoons, etc.).
 Variety of material appears to fulfill needs of your
club.
CLUB NEWS:
 Programs announced, previous program reviewed.
The upcoming program is often a big draw for
members. The review of the previous program can
be used to thank the person who (like a member)
who gave the program, or it can be a brief mention.
 Highlights or minutes of last club meeting. This
doesn’t have to be pages of detail. Just mention
items that may have some importance, impact or
change. Even a couple of sentences would suffice.
 Committee/board meeting reports (This doesn’t
have to be pages of detail. Just note items that may
have some importance, impact or change).
 President’s message. • Field trips, workshops or
classes, community or federation projects that the
club may be involved in. If you don’t have a workshop, the club might consider offering classes at a
Senior Center. Food drives or other volunteer efforts are also good unifying and community activities!
 Coming events, or calendar of club activities. A
calendar can be used for more than just showing
meetings, workshops and field trips. It can show
holidays (like Mother’s Day, Father’s Day) or
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
special and fun holidays (like National Fossil Day).
If you do a computer search at holidayinsights.com/moreholidays/june.htm you will find a
lot of fun and interesting special days. Also, if you
search historyplace. com/specials/calendar/
june.htm you will see a lot of interesting historical
events that will make your calendar more interesting to readers!
 Events or shows or news of other clubs. It is usually more interesting to show five shows that are
within an hour’s drive for a member than ten
shows that cover a wide geographical area. A good
source for these shows is your Federation web site.
Another is a search for Rock & Gem Magazine at
www.rockngem.com. They will list shows all
across the country by month!
 News of members: Dale Carnegie said, “A person's
name is to that person, the sweetest, most important sound in any language.” A section in your bulletin should have news that mentions members.
Photos are also great reader items. Some clubs
have a “Sunshine” section that specifically mentions good things happening to members, those
who are ill and such.
 American Federation News. The AFMS web site
(www.amfed.org) has the latest newsletter for free
download. An item from that newsletter will help
your members understand that they are part of a
larger organization that shares and supports their
hobby!
 Club’s Regional Federation News. Our local federation’s news is often even more interesting to our
members!
ARTICLES:
 Articles are one of the most important items in
your bulletin!
 They should educate and be hobby-related in some
way.
 Your bulletin should contain a section that has
Hints & Tips, or Safety info, Book Reviews, Humor, etc. (variety as meets your club needs).
 Some of the best material is articles and items submitted by club members.
 A great way to get interesting articles is from exchange bulletins, the SCRIBE DVD and/or other
sources.
I welcome your feedback and questions! ---- Mark

The charcoal crystal garden is a classic crystalgrowing project, because it’s fun to watch grow. You
can experiment with colors, too.

MATERIALS
 Charcoal briquettes, cardboard, or pieces of
sponge or porous rock
 Glass dish or shallow bowl (non-metal)
 Hammer (optional)
 Water, preferably distilled
 1-quart (946 ml) wide-mouth glass Mason jar
 Table salt (sodium chloride)
 Ammonia
 Laundry bluing agent
 Food coloring
Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 8

PROTOCOL
STEP 1: Gather your materials.
STEP 2: Place chunks of your substrate (i.e., cardboard, charcoal briquette, sponge, cork, brick, porous
rock) in an even layer in the non-metal dish or bowl.
You want small pieces, so you may need to (carefully)
use a hammer to break the material up.
STEP 3: Sprinkle water, preferably distilled, onto the
substrate until it has been thoroughly dampened. Pour
off and discard any excess water.
STEP 4: In an empty jar, mix 3 tablespoons (54 g) uniodized salt, 3 tablespoons (45 ml) ammonia, and 6
tablespoons (90 ml) bluing agent. Stir the mixture until the salt is dissolved.
STEP 5: Pour the mixture over the substrate layer
(over the cardboard, brick, sponge, etc.).
STEP 6: Add and swirl a bit of water around in the
empty jar to pick up the remaining chemicals and pour
this liquid onto the substrate, too.
STEP 7: Dot drops of food coloring here and there
across the surface of the garden. Areas with no food
coloring will be white.
STEP 8: Sprinkle more salt (about 2 tablespoons [28
g]) across the surface of the garden.
STEP 9: Allow your garden to grow in an area where
it will not be disturbed.
STEP 10: On days 2 and 3, pour a mixture of ammonia, water, and bluing agent (2 tablespoons [30 ml]
each) in the bottom of the pan. Avoid pouring liquid
on the delicate growing crystals.
STEP 11: Keep the pan in an undisturbed place, but
check on it periodically. Let it grow until you are
pleased with its appearance. Enjoy!

Creative Enrichment
1. Bluing agent is found in the laundry
aisles of some grocery stores. If you
can’t find bluing agent at a store near
you, it is available online.
2. The crystals grow quickly for this
project because the substrate (charcoal or whatever
you chose) has a large surface area. Crystals start
to form on the porous materials and then grow as
capillary action draws more fluid up from the dish.
Water evaporates on the surface, depositing solids/
forming crystals, and pulling more solution up
from the base of the dish.

Reprinted with permission from Author, Garret Romaine. Please, include the link below.
h t t p s : / / ww w. am az o n . co m / G ar ret -R o m ai n e/ e/
B0037I87T8
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HAVING FUN: JUNIOR ACTIVITIES
Jim BraceThompson, AFMS Juniors Program Chair
Engaging Your Club’s Kids While Social Distancing
With social distancing and
stay-at-home orders,
school closures, and mandates barring group gatherings in light of the
COVID-19 pandemic, we
in my own Ventura Gem
& Mineral Society have
had to cancel membership
and board meetings,
workshop days, educational outreach efforts,
and our monthly Pebble
Pup activities. If you are like us, you are searching for
ways to keep your society relevant and meaningful to
club members and your broader community. To hold
our group of Pebble Pups together, here are some
things we in the Ventura society are trying. Lisa
Batchelder Hetrick, our Pebble Pups Program Coordinator, is scouring the web and Facebook pages to seek
activities kids can do at home. She’s found one that
incorporates food (as well as other fun things) at
www.teachjunkie.com/sciences/rocks-forkids-15-funactivities. She also stumbled across a National Fossil
Day poster contest sponsored by the U.S. National
Park Service which I’ll describe in next month’s
AFMS Newsletter (meanwhile, see www.nps.gov/
subjects/fossilday/ art-contest-2020.htm). We’re also
encouraging families with Pebble Pups to try working
through activities on their own that are part of the
AFMS Future Rockhounds of America Badge Program (see www.amfed.org/fra/fra_badge.htm). For
instance, one that is easily done at home is
the “Rocking on the Computer” badge.
This might also be a good opportunity to
help a child organize his or her collection
toward earning the “Collecting” badge.
You don’t need to have a full group meeting to earn badges in the AFMS/FRA
Badge Program; in fact, we welcome home
-schooling that brings together kids and
their parents! The web address I’ve just
provided takes you to a page with a link to
the full Badge Manual. Share it with parents in your society! Finally, just today
I’ve kicked off a contest for our Pebble
Pups that I hope to conduct weekly, a contest I’ve entitled “Name the Specimen—
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And It’s Yours!” Once a week, we’ll email a photo of
a mineral, rock, or fossil to our Pebble Pups and Junior members and will give them one week to get back
to me with a correct identification. The child who provides the most accurate and complete answer gets the
specimen. If multiple kids send the same answer, their
names will be put in a hat to select the winner. The
main goal is to keep our club kids engaged and excited
so that they’ll still be with us when once again we are
all able to meet in-person. I hope these ideas spur further thinking within your club, and I welcome hearing
about other creative ideas—and not just ideas geared
toward kids. What ways are you exploring to stay
meaningful and relevant to your adult members and
within your broader community? I’d love to hear
what’s being tried. Email your thoughts to me at
jbraceth @roadrunner.com. Despite the pandemic and
social distancing, there are ways of engaging our kids
at a distance while still having fun!
Via AFMS Newsletter June 2020

FLUORESCENCE, A LIFELONG HOBBY
By Brian Walko, Flatirons Mineral Club President
Reprinted from the July-August 2020 edition of the
Flatirons Facets with permission
My interest in fluorescence started in elementary
school. As a kid I always was interested in collecting
rocks and fossils. While attending a local Rock &
Mineral show I saw a display of fluorescent minerals
from the Franklin, New Jersey area. That influenced
me for life. I saved my newspaper route money and
purchased a Black Light kit from Edmund Scientifics.
Continued on page 11
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Continued from page 10
It included a long wave lamp, fluorescent paint, invisible ink, crayons, a piece of wernerite, chips of fluorite,
and the book, “The Story of Black Light”, which I still
have. Studying this book helped me learn about ultraviolet (UV) fluorescence, the electromagnetic spectrum, and electron shells. The book also included experiments with filters, optical bleach, phosphorescence, tracer powder, and minerals. In seventh grade I
entered my school’s science fair. I constructed a box
lined with black cloth, a viewing window, and my best
fluorescent material. It was illuminated by one seveninch long wave lamp. The judges were scientists and
engineers from the local Bell Labs. Besides viewing
my project, the judges asked me questions. My effort
paid off, I won First Place in the Physics category. Edmund Scientific’s black light kit purchased in the
1960s. This was the catalyst to start building my fluorescent mineral collection. I purchased an electric long
-wave/shortwave (LW-SW) lamp. My parents drove
me to the Franklin, NJ, mining dumps to collect specimens. The collecting fee was nominal by today’s standards. I had to dig down through the dirt, find prospective minerals, carry them to a shed, plug in my

lamp, keep the best and return the others. Hard work
in the hot New Jersey summer. While in college, I
continued visiting the Sterling Hill dumps and brought
back material to Colorado. My goal was to have
enough material to build a fluorescent fireplace. My
first job out of college was teaching Earth Sciences in
Chadron, NE. The students loved the day when I demonstrated fluorescent minerals. Additionally, I collected local agates, chalcedony, and calcite checking
for fluorescence. Then I started selling my Franklin
material to other collectors. While attending Chadron
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State College graduate school in geology, I taught a
unit on UV radiation & fluorescent minerals for one of
my professors. Fast forward many years and I am still
collecting fluorescent minerals. The UV lamps are
more powerful, portable and battery powered.
My field geology/prospecting skills have improved
due to what I learned attending lectures at Colorado
School of Mines. I participate in various Denver area
mineral clubs
and
professional societies’
field
trips.
I’ve
ventured into
the scientific
world of fluorescent minerals by joining
the Fluorescent Mineral
S o c i e t y
(FMS)
and
have
worked Modern, battery-powered UV lamps.
my way up to a
FMS director. I am collaborating with some of the
most knowledgeable people in the fluorescent mineral
world. I’ve had opportunities to buy and trade spectacular minerals from around the world, but I hold true
to my philosophy to only have self-collected minerals
in my collection. Next year I’ll be helping the FMS at
the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show® as a tour guide
for the 75+ case Fluorescent Room. Additionally, with
the help of Gerry Naugle, FMC and Conrad North,
FMS, we host the Fluorescent room at the Denver
Gem and Mineral Show. Plus, Gerry and I do the
Fluorescent room at our annual FMC Rock & Rails.
Modern, battery-powered UV lamps. Another way to
show off my fluorescent minerals is to post photos of
them on the Internet. Photographing these minerals is
almost as challenging as finding them. The art of making a digital representation look like the original is difficult. It is very tempting to use Photoshop to over enhance a mineral’s color. I’ve been fortunate to photograph the past three Denver Gem and Mineral Show’s
Fluorescent room cases and had the photos published.
A new area of fluorescence I am investigating is bioluminescence. Living things such as lichen, plants and
insects can also fluoresce. This past winter I was in a
mine looking for minerals. I turned off my headlamp
and turned on my Convoy long-wave flashlight. There
were lots of multicolored squiggly lines on floor.
Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 11
Turning on my headlamp I could not see any different mineralization that would indicate what could be fluorescing. During a snack break the answer poked its head out at me; a pack rat. These fluorescent lines were its urine
tracks. This same technique can be used to find where your dog or cat has urinated on the carpet. Field trips for
fluorescent mineral collecting are thrilling. In the daytime I use a large dark BBQ grill cover to create semi darkness and search. However, I prefer to collect at night with a small group of people. One person in front scouts the
area with a spotlight. Two people have UV lamps. Another person follows up the rear with a spotlight to ensure no
critters are stalking us.
Whatever method I use, I
find it very rewarding to
discover my own fluorescent minerals. I still feel the
same excitement I did as a
kid. Via Rocky Mountain
Federation News July/
August 2020
Photo: UV display from the
Denver Gem and Mineral
Show
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BENCH TIPS BY BRAD SMITH
And I wanted to give you a quick update on my
Culver City, CA club's effort to hold their meetings
online. Last week, yours truly gave a slide show on
sand casting for jewelry followed by a live demo of
making a pour.
The virtual meeting went well. Members chatted back
and forth until enough had signed on to start the meeting. We kind of dispensed with the business session
except for a brief vote on minutes. But the presentation went off as planned.
Zoom makes it easy for meetings like this. Every session is password protected now to avoid any interference, but Zoom gives you a single link that lets members join in without an complication. As speaker and
demonstrator, I signed in twice. First was for my desktop to run the slides. Second was for my phone for my
audio and video. Since the club has set up an account
($15/month), meetings can go on for hours.
Here's the presentation. You can skip forward to my
slide show at time code 22:20 Enjoy
h t t p s : / / z o o m . u s / r e c /
play/7JEqcun9rzk3T4GQtASDV6MtW9W_Kq6s23Q
b-PoLnhy3VXFVMQbyYrcXauLLvZo7NWIDlSUHC8yLLUa
Password: #1meeting

QUICK CLOSE-UPS-Often when trying to get a
close-up photo
with
your
iPhone or Android, you end
up with a fuzzy,
out-of-focus
image.
Next
time try using
your loupe over
the
camera
lens. It works
quickly
and
easily.
LITTLE THINGS CAN BITE-Most jewelers treat
motorized equipment with caution. We've all heard
stories about workpieces coming loose in the drill
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press or about getting long hair or clothing caught in
the polishing machine. It stands to reason that a machine with a motor of a half horsepower or so is going
to win out over its operator. We all know that, and I'm
not going to harp on it. That's not the point of this
story.
I want to talk about the smaller motor powered machines we often use, the ones with little 3 inch diameter motors. For instance, these small motors are used
in flexshafts and micro buffers. They"re so small that
many of us forget caution when using them. I'm guilty
of it myself sometimes, and believe me it can get you
in trouble. Here's what happened to two people I
know.
One friend had a polishing bur bend in the handpiece
and then whack the thumb that was holding the workpiece. The swelling was substantial, and
it took several weeks to regain normal use. A small
underpowered motor? Not so.
Another friend was using one of the small buffing machines, the kind you can stop when you apply too
much pressure to the wheel. Not to worry about such
an underpowered beast you say. Wrong, it literally
jumped up and bit the hand that feeds it !
Buffer was set on a low table to do a quick polish, so
was not mounted or clamped. A buff was installed on
the right spindle, no buff on the left. Friend was wearing a tight-fitting, long-sleeved sweater. While buffing
on the right wheel, the left tapered spindle caught a
thread on the friend's left sleeve and started grabbing
more and more threads and sleeve.
Rather than pulling the arm into the machine, the light
buffer quickly lifted off the table and started climbing
up the underside of the friends arm. There was no way
to get a hand of the on/off switch because
the unit was spinning wildly and battering my friend
like a club wielded by a mad man. Only when someone nearby could grab the power cord and yank it
from the wall did the mayhem stop.
So when you're in the shop, please think safety. Don't
take even the little motors for granted.

Discover New Jewelry Skills With Brad's "How To
Do It" Books
http://amazon.com/author/
bradfordsmith

SCFMS NEWSLETTER

2020 SCFMS
ORGANIZATIONAL SHOWS

Please note that many shows are being
canceled in response to health concerns
associated with COVID-19. Check with
the show contact to verify the show
status
AUG 29-30, Fort Worth, TX, Fort
Worth G&MS, Will Rogers Memorial
Center,
www.forworthgemandmineralclub.org/
Tri-City GMS show and SCFMS
Convention-CANCELLED
Gem Capers 2020, Oct 23-25 –
CANCELLED

Thank you to those who made
this issue of the SCFMS Newsletter possible…
Liz Burford
Virginia Adian
Cindy Lind
W. C. McDaniel
Matthew Lybanon
Kimberly Brannon
Mark Nelson
Garret Romaine
Jim Brace-Thompson
Brian Walko
Brad Smith
Pat Larue
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THE PANDEMIC AND YOUR CLUB
SOME EDITORIAL THOUGHTS
Pat Larue, CFMS Editor
To say we are facing unprecedented times is an understatement. Our clubs have been unable to meet in a normal fashion for months; we have been unable to hold our shows;
workshops are closed; field trips are a distant memory; some
of our members are quite literally afraid to leave their homes
except when absolutely necessary to pick up necessities.
We are not alone–every organization out there faces similar
challenges. Currently in the state of California even going to
church (at least inside the building) is a no-no. Social distancing is something most of us are learning to accept without question and I find myself browsing the Internet for new
mask designs to try. The question we all have is how much
longer is this going to last and how do we survive this ordeal.
Unfortunately we can’t do much about the loss of our shows
to date except move on and plan for the next one. However
there is a way to continue our meetings and educational offering albeit it may not work for everyone. Marcia shared
how the Executive Committee held a recent meeting using
Zoom. Several of our member Societies are already using
Zoom to hold their meetings. There is a cost to use this technology but it is not excessive and is based on the number of
meeting participants. I am certain Marcia would be happy to
provide any details. Microsoft Teams is a similar program. If
your society/club is not already using Zoom or another program to hold its meetings, I encourage you to look into it.
Meeting participants can use a smart phone to participate in
the meeting if they do not have a computer.
Concerning the financial impact on your society, there are
no easy answers. Many depend on their annual show for the
bulk of their income. If they have financial reserves in the
bank, they will survive although there will be some belt
tightening. Others may unfortunately not, especially if there
is limited contact either written or oral between members.
Recently I was asked if CFMS could provide some sort of
assistance to clubs facing financial stress. What I know
about grants can fit into a very small thimble. Are there
grants out there available to help organizations such as ours?
I don’t know. If there is someone out there willing and able
to do the research, we welcome your input. In the meantime
just know that all of us have to remain optimistic that science will find a solution to the current situation and hang on
until we can return to some sort of new normal, whatever
that may be. Via CFMS Newsletter, August 2020

